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Study the performance of transferability of Adversarial Attack between
various maritime datasets and YOLO versions.

 Problem Statements
Object detectors can be fooled by making
small imperceptible changes to images.

These pose a challenge to various domain
like autonomous cars and ships.

Adversarial attacks can cripple performan-
ce of the object detectors.

Our Objectives

Results (Qualitative View)

Model Architectures

Targeted Objectness Gradient (TOG) Attacks

A family of attacks that exploit various components of
Object Detector Loss Function 

Attack selected for our experiements: TOG-Fabrication.

Fabrication exploits entire loss function by multiplying it by
-1 to compute the gradient.

Datasets Object Size Visualization

Future Work
Validate surrogate model performance against other
datasets

Discussion
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Multi Label cross-data transferability attack performance

Meta-surrogate training and attack performance on multi
& Single labels

    Implement black box adversarial attack against object detection models
          Train different YOLO versions on different combinations of maritime datasets
  Implement TOG (Targeted Objectness Gradiant) adversarial attack

Dataset Bounding Box (BB) Specifications:

Datasets are abbreviated as follow: ÅboShips=ABO, SeaShips=SS, SMDPlus=SM

Dataset Bounding Box (BB) Distributions:

Dataset Bounding Box (BB) Comparison:

Legend: 
        ---- lower-bound of medium BB
        ---- upper-bound of medium BB

Legend: 
        ---- lower-bound of medium BB
        ---- upper-bound of medium BB

YOLO architecture Properties:

YOLOv3, YOLOv5, YOLOv8 selected because of extensive support of the Ultralytics  library

YOLO architecture Designs:

Old Design (YOLOv3) Modern Design (YOLOv5, YOLOv8)

Results (Quantitative View)

Model & Dataset Compositions

Model Training Scheme

7 Dataset Combination
(with 3 Datasets)

21 possible combinations of models
(3 (YOLO) X 7(Dataset) = 21)

3 YOLO Models
(YOLOv3, YOLOv5, YOLOv8)

All TOG attacks conforms to the following general form:

General Attack Flow

As Expected, the higher the intersection between trained
datasets the better the attack performs

Our Attack Model Target Yolo Model

Models trained on dataset with smaller bounding box distribution
are more susceptible to adversarial attacks.

YOLOv5 performs the best against adversarial attacks, which may
mean the higher number of layers in a model result in better
robustness against adversarial attacks.       

mAP50 Reduction; target: predict,  surrogate: perturb, gray boxes = white box attack


